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a LeTTeR fRom The chaiRman of The BoaRd

dear friends,

as chairman of the Board of mote marine Laboratory and 
aquarium for the past two years, i have had the great pleasure of 
being closely involved with the organization during a 
transformative visioning process that will guide the Lab’s future 
for the next decade.

i’m pleased that during my tenure, the Board unanimously 
approved mote’s 2020 Vision and Strategic Plan, which will 
guide the Lab and aquarium’s future research directions and also 
provides a sustainable path forward that will be supported by 
new initiatives such as the Legacy society, which honors those 
who have included mote in their estate planning. 

The time and hard work given by Trustees and staff members on 
planning for the future has been much appreciated and will no 
doubt pave the way for a renewed emphasis on conservation and 
the sustainable use of our natural resources to the benefit of us all.

mote marine Laboratory is at a critical juncture in its 57-year history. not only are we embarking on a 
renewed course forward with a strong foundation and a clear path, but we are also looking forward to 
an impending change in leadership for the first time in nearly 30 years.

in may 2013, dr. Kumar mahadevan, who has been leading mote since his appointment as President 
and ceo in 1986, will become President emeritus and dr. michael P. crosby, who has been mote’s 
senior Vice President for Research since 2010, will take the helm. as President emeritus, dr. 
mahadevan will continue to be a strong advocate and ambassador for mote to enable a smooth 
transition to new leadership. 

as my tenure as chairman of the Board comes to an end, i’m glad i’ve had the opportunity to witness 
first-hand Kumar’s advocacy for mote and the fact that he is the organization’s most ardent champion. 
and as mote moves forward in the coming years under dr. crosby and with its 2020 Vision and 
Strategic Plan, i’m confident that the Lab is in good hands. Thank you all very much for your invaluable 
support of mote.

Robert e. carter 
chairman, Board of Trustees



fRom The PResidenT & ceo’s desK

dear friends,

each year, our annual Report allows us to take stock of where 
we’ve been — it offers an opportunity to look back on the previous 
year and tally our accomplishments and call attention to our latest 
research findings and to the many ways we interact with the 
community.

as always, the mote staff and volunteers have had an impressive 
year and we couldn’t be prouder of their many accomplishments. 
The numbers alone are impressive:

•	 mote researchers were awarded more than $9 million in 
grants, contracts and cooperative agreements — often competing 
with researchers at larger institutions and universities for 
prestigious grants from organizations such as the national science 
foundation and the national oceanic and atmospheric 
administration.

•	 our foundation assets grew to $13.8 million.

•	 our scientists published 85 articles in peer-reviewed scientific journals — the hallmark of scientific 
accomplishment — and in popular media and textbooks and books, including 14 related to public 
policy.

•	 we developed new international partnerships with researchers in Japan, israel and other nations.

•	 we were awarded two new patents.

•	 more than 17,000 people participated in our school and public programs, the mote mobile and other 
traveling exhibits reached more than 260,000 people and we expanded our educational offerings 
with new offices in Boca Grande and Punta Gorda.

•	 we executed a new partnership with the University of south florida sarasota-manatee (Usfsm) as 
part of an undergraduate science program.

•	 we hosted 50 high school interns and 170 college interns — both new records.

•	 we welcomed 352,270 visitors to The aquarium at mote as we wrapped up our first temporary 
exhibit (Penguin island) and opened our newest (sea Lions: on the water’s edge).

•	 some 1,600 area residents volunteered at mote, donating 212,500 service hours, for a value of $4.6 
million.

as we close out the books on 2012, i am readying for a move to a new chapter in my work here at the 
Lab as President emeritus — a role that will allow me to continue doing what i love most: Telling people 
about the work we’re doing here and advocating on behalf of the organization. i am pleased that dr. 
michael P. crosby will assume the role of President and ceo and am positive that great things will 
continue to happen at our preeminent institution.



when i joined mote as a senior scientist and Benthic ecologist in 1978, i had no idea that i would one 
day be leading this great organization — working with you to grow from a small field station with a dozen 
or so staff to an institution with many world-class scientific leaders and wonderful people.

when i stop to take stock, i’m amazed at what we’ve been able to accomplish together. when i became 
co-interim director with dr. Richard Pierce in december 1983 and full-time ceo and director in1986, our 
annual operating budget was about $2 million, there were 52 staff members, about 35 volunteers and 
we had no foundation assets. Today, our annual operating budget is more than $17 million, we have 192 
staff members, including 31 Ph.d.-level scientists who are leaders in their fields, 1,665 volunteers and 
foundation assets of more than $13 million. 

Today, our main 10.5-acre campus on city island in sarasota includes an aquarium that is one of the 
most-visited attractions in southwest florida. our operations include the 200-acre aquaculture Park in 
eastern sarasota county, research field stations on Pine island in charlotte harbor and summerland Key 
in the florida Keys, satellite offices in Punta Gorda and Boca Grande and a second public outreach exhibit 
dedicated to coral reefs in the eco-discovery center in Key west. 

our estimated economic impact to the surrounding community is in excess of $70 million. But our impact 
on the world’s oceans has been much greater and is immeasurable by any financial accounting.

one of the things i’ve been most proud of during my time at mote has been our dedication to combining 
outreach and education with our scientific research. The Lab’s namesake, Bill mote, always stressed to me 
the importance of sharing our work with the community and i’m proud that we’ve been able to do that. 

in fact, our mission and our progress over the last 34 years could not be realized without the teamwork 
and efforts of our talented, passionate staff and dedicated corps of 1,600 volunteers, including our Board 
of Trustees, advisory council and Keys advisory Board. They are our greatest assets.

as i look back on my time at the Lab, what still thrills me the most is that as a graduate student in india in 
1970, i knew about mote. when i moved to anna maria island in 1975, i aspired to, and was fortunate 
enough to become, part of the mote family in 1978.

Being its leader for almost 30 years was something i never dreamed of doing back then. now, i’ll still be 
living in a community that can be described only as paradise — sarasota — and supporting mote’s 
progress. The next 100 years can be mote’s best. Under dr. crosby’s leadership, i’m sure we will be off to 
a great start and not miss a beat as we move forward.

it is my fervent hope that marine laboratories such as mote will always exist as places where people can 
learn about the sea. after all these years, my excitement for the sea, our last frontier, has not waned. i 
hope, with mote’s help, you can say the same.

with warm regards,

Kumar mahadevan, Ph.d.

President & ceo



1 Strateg ic Pr ior ity No.  1 :
significantly increase mote’s ability to conduct world-class research 
with an emphasis on conservation, sustainable use and the 
environmental health of marine and coastal biodiversity, habitats and 
resources… by developing and implementing multi-institutional and/
or multi-discipline national or international marine research initiatives.

Shar iNg the commitmeNt  
to our oceaNS
mote marine Laboratory and aquarium is one of the few 
remaining organizations dedicated to marine research that 
operates independent of any governmental or university 
umbrella. since 1955, our independence has allowed us to 
set our research agenda based on the importance of 
protecting and sustainably utilizing the oceans’ vast — but 
finite — resources. Today the challenges and threats facing 
our oceans are enormous and the investment needed to 
address them is no less significant. 

But independence doesn’t mean we face these challenges 
alone.

instead, our independence allows us to form strategic 
partnerships with other groups so we can maximize limited 
resources as we join forces to help raise awareness about 
environmental issues, study problems and seek scientific-
based solutions and even educate new generations of 
scientific leaders.

moTe & The UniVeRsiTy of soUTh fLoRida  
saRasoTa-manaTee (Usfsm)

in 2012, mote and the University of south florida sarasota-
manatee signed a new agreement designed to create closer 
ties between the two organizations. 

Beginning in the fall of 2013, Usfsm students will take 
classes and perform laboratory studies in mote’s ann and 
alfred Goldstein marine mammal Research and Rehabilitation 
center utilizing new classroom and laboratory space designed 
by fawley-Bryant architects and completed by willis a. smith 
construction.  This partnership will link the growing Usfsm 
undergraduate science degree programs with both innovative 
basic research and applied science and technology programs 
taking place at mote. some classes and labs will even be 
taught by mote researchers and will provide students with 
real-life, hands-on research experiences that will prepare 
them for their future careers.

 
JaPan’s ReseaRch insTiTUTe foR hUmaniTy and 
naTURe (Rihn), saRasoTa Bay waTch & moTe

mote is part of a global study undertaken by Rihn about how 
grassroots community groups and local scientists working in 
the same region, along with policymakers and others are 
blending traditional and scientific knowledge and techniques 
to restore, conserve and sustainably utilize natural resources. 
Rihn is looking at the partnership between mote and 
sarasota Bay watch focused on the relationship between 
local citizens and “resident scientists” in restoring bay scallop 
populations.

The international program, with 11 core projects located in 
different communities around the world, is formally titled 
“formation of Local environmental Knowledge systems for 
creation and sustainable Governance of new commons.” it 
is designed to find and encourage bottom-up solutions to 

dr. arthur Guilford (left), Regional chancellor for Usf sarasota-manatee (Usfsm), and 
dr. Kumar mahadevan, mote President and ceo, sign a new partnership agreement 
that will bring some Usfsm students to mote’s sarasota campus. 



environmental problems by combining and analyzing study 
findings from around the globe and looking at the transfer of 
knowledge at local, regional, national and global levels.

oTheR noTaBLe PaRTneRshiPs UndeRTaKen in 2012:

•	 The Lemon Bay conservancy, mote and Bonefish Tarpon 
Trust are working on a juvenile tarpon habitat restoration 
project in Placida, fla.

•	 mote is partnering with the chinese academy of fishery 
sciences — china’s national fishery science research 
institution — for studies of restocking and aquaculture. 
next year, the collaboration will allow a postdoctoral 
researcher from china to come to mote’s world-class 
aquaculture research park as part of the program.

geNerat ioN Next
in order to support the next generation of men and women 
who will one day lead scientific discovery, mote must be able 
to offer an environment that fosters their independent 
scholarship and unique professional advancement.

it’s about making a strong commitment to attracting, 
nurturing and retaining the best and brightest scientists by 
investing in focused recruitment and professional 
development programs that will support a succession plan 
for the next generation of world-class scientists.

The moTe PosT-docToRaL feLLowshiP PRoGRam

instead of leaving young investigators to fend for themselves 
in a complicated landscape of grant applications and 
research permit processes while also establishing their own 
scientific direction, this program offers fellows two years of 

funding and mentorship — the crucial support they need to 
establish firm footing in the research community. in 2012, 
mote’s first two Post-doctoral fellows — dr. Jayne Gardiner 
and dr. erinn muller — joined mote’s research staff and 
completed the first year of their fellowship.

dr. erinn muller’s studies focus on coral reef ecosystems. in 
2012, she published findings in the peer-review journal 
Global Change Biology suggesting that some coral disease 
outbreaks might not be contagious as previously believed 
but instead be caused more by environmental stressors such 
as changes in climate. 

disease outbreaks have significantly reduced coral 
populations in the caribbean, which is home to 8 percent of 
the world’s corals and 66 percent of coral diseases. These 
reefs, which shelter thousands of aquatic species, provide 
important economic benefits from tourism but are also 

2 Strateg ic Pr ior ity No.  2 :
ensure the long-term prosperity of the research enterprise through 
focused staff recruitment and nurturing programs… by establishing 
new fully-funded, two-year post-doctoral fellowship positions.

mote’s Jim culter and dr. mayuko shimizu of Japan’s Research institute for humanity 
and nature (Rihn) participate in a sarasota Bay scallop search.



important hurricane barriers protecting coastal areas from 
storm surge.

This research could help provide more accurate models for 
how coral cover will change over time and help human 
communities react to these changes. says muller: “This 
work not only gives us new knowledge to build stronger 
models — it also gives us more reasons to consider and 
address human impacts on corals and their natural 
environment.”

dr. Jayne Gardiner’s studies in 2012 have focused on how 
sharks use sensory cues to find their way “home.” as a 
sensory biologist, Gardiner is expert at looking at how marine 
animals like fish and even sea turtles use their senses to 
navigate their natural environments. her main project is 
investigating how blacktip sharks in Terra ceia Bay move 
back and forth from these important nursery grounds. 

“we know that blacktip sharks remain in this area for the 
first several months of their lives and will return if they 
leave — as mote showed that they did ahead of a tropical 
storm a few years ago,” Gardiner says. “But if we don’t 
know what the cues are that they depend on to return 
home, we can’t fully understand how changes to 
environment will affect this behavior — or how changes will 
affect overall shark populations.”

in her study, sharks are outfitted with acoustic tags and 
receivers are placed around the bay to record the sharks’ 
comings and goings. Gardiner tagged several sharks and 
moved them to other locations and found that most sharks 
were able to return. The next step will be to block different 
senses to see which cues are most critical to their behavior.

mote Post-doctoral fellow dr. erinn muller (top and bottom left), is focused on studies 
of coral reef ecosystems.

mote Post-doctoral fellow dr. Jayne Gardiner explains her research of shark senses to 
former first Lady Laura Bush. (bottom right)



3 Strateg ic Pr ior ity No.  3 :
Translate and transfer science and technology development to 
positively impact human society and the marine environment… by 
developing new science and technology intellectual property 
products (patents, patent submissions, commercial enterprise 
spin-offs) and by increasing public experiences for marine 
conservation connections and impressions.

iNtellectual iNveStmeNtS
making an investment in the future of our oceans means 
that mote works hard to create new technologies and tools 
to support ocean conservation. These tools are important in 
helping us gather ever-better information about ocean health 
or even refine what we can learn about the animals we work 
with. 

But investing in the development of new technologies is only 
one small part of mote’s commitment to our oceans. it’s also 
important that we translate what we’re learning to the public. 
The aquarium at mote marine Laboratory plays no small role 
in that effort with 352,270 visitors in 2012!

The aquarium offered several new exhibits in 2012 to help 
share the stories of our scientific successes. one of them 
showcases our nationally recognized Ruth deLynn cetacean 
osteological collection, which holds more than 650 bone 
specimens from 17 species of dolphins and whales. The 
collection, which is used to help us understand more about 
the lives and deaths of dolphins and whales, was honored in 
2011 with accreditation from the nationwide american 
society of mammalogists. The society called the collection’s 
scientific value “unsurpassed.” 

The new exhibit also showcases the exceptional work of 
Ruth deLynn, the mote adjunct scientist and volunteer who 
founded the osteological collection and has curated it for 
more than 30 years.

PaTenTs 

identifying wastewater: in 2012, mote received a patent for a 
new instrument that detects surrogates of human waste — 
substances that indicate waste may be present.

The instrument, developed by mote’s chemical and Physical 
ecology Program, detects optical brighteners — dyes used in 

laundry detergents — using a process called fluorescence. 
Because these dyes are associated exclusively with human 
sources, they provide a reliable method of detecting water 
pollution caused by septic tanks and wastewater treatment 
plants. in addition to detecting human wastes, it can also be 
adapted to detect oil and dispersants in seawater.

sturgeon Gender Test: mote scientists have a patent pending 
for a blood test they developed that can reveal the gender of 
sturgeon at a younger age than ever before — a major step 
forward for sturgeon aquaculture and for conservation in the 
wild. The new gender test could help mote and other 
sturgeon aquaculture facilities focus on raising females to 
produce more caviar. it could also help scientists determine 
the gender of wild sturgeon — crucial information for 
conservation because reproducing females are especially 
valuable to endangered sturgeon populations. 

The Ruth deLynn cetacean osteological collection is being used to teach visitors to 
The aquarium at mote about our research.



4 Strateg ic Pr ior ity No.  4 :
deliver responsible marine conservation and sustainable use-
focused public service to local, regional, state, national and 
international communities … by increasing the number of 
presentations by mote educators and scientists to policy makers and 
elected officials and by increasing the number of students served 
through mote’s educational programs.

iNveSt iNg iN oceaN l iteracy
our commitment to supporting public education about our 
marine environment begins with children — but it doesn’t 
stop there. in addition to the many programs we offer that 
are geared toward the young, we offer programs to provide 
adults with life-long opportunities for public engagement in 
marine science. 

But those are just two of our constituencies. we also believe 
in the importance of the scientific exchange that takes place 
through publication in peer-reviewed scientific journals and 
articles in popular media (there were 85 in 2012) and by 
sharing our findings with resource managers and policy 
makers through public testimony and specially arranged 
tours — in 2012 we provided policy briefings and 
testimonials to elected officials on 89 occasions.

former first Lady Laura Bush toured mote marine Laboratory 
in January to meet mote’s world-class research scientists and 
encounter some of florida’s most iconic marine species. mrs. 
Bush met mote’s resident manatees hugh and Buffett, the 
world’s only manatees trained to participate in research, and 
visited mote scientists who are shedding new light on the 
sensory biology and behavior of sharks — top predators that 
play crucial roles in ocean ecosystems. she also met mote 
researchers leading renowned studies of coral reef 
ecosystems, which are impacted by ocean acidification and 
disease.

in 2012, mote reached nearly 20,000 children and adults through our many education 
programs.

mote outreach efforts sometimes include explaining our scientific studies to special 
visitors — in this case, former first Lady Laura Bush.



rehab il itat ioN & releaSe

“m*a*s*h” star and animal advocate Loretta swit, famed for 
her role as major margaret houlihan of “m*a*s*h”, is a 
passionate animal advocate who was drawn to mote in July 
after learning that we were treating a stranded dolphin 
named edna.

The dolphin, which had stranded on a Longboat Key beach, 
was treated for two months in mote’s dolphin and whale 
hospital and released just offshore.

ms. swit even helped spread the word about mote’s animal 
rehabilitation programs by recording a special public service 
message discussing the importance of supporting mote’s 
animal rehabilitation efforts. 

mote also treated a tiny sea turtle patient nicknamed 
“stanley.” The turtle, weighing in at just under 5 ounces 
when it arrived at the sea Turtle Rehabilitation hospital, 
came to mote after being rescued from a canal in marco 
island. stanley’s case was unusual: Loggerhead sea turtles at 
this stage of life would normally be found far offshore in 
clumps of seaweed called Sargassum. how stanley 
remained behind is unknown. after five months of treatment, 
stanley was ready for release to the wild. 

after being rehabilitated at mote, two Kemp’s ridley sea 
turtles — the most endangered sea turtle species on earth 
— were tagged with special tracking devices before release, 
allowing their case histories to contribute to a major research 
study by mote and the conservancy of southwest florida.

“allison” and “squeaky,” juvenile Kemp’s ridleys, were 
rescued in october from Lee county waters in charlotte 
harbor after being harmed by toxins from florida red tide. 
Researchers tagged them with satellite transmitters as part of 
an ongoing study of how Kemp’s ridleys use charlotte 
harbor waters.

animal advocate and “m*a*s*h” star Loretta swit visits a dolphin patient at mote. The 
dolphin was later returned to the wild.

stanley was one of our smaller sea turtle patients. in all, the hospital treated 39 turtles, 
including 16 with fibropapilloma tumors. fifteen turtle patients were returned to the 
wild and eight remained hospitalized at the end of 2012.



mote marine Laboratory is proud to wrap up a year of 
remarkable marine research, new scientific partnerships 
around the globe and exciting expansions to our education 
and outreach efforts in 2012. mote is dedicated to today’s 
research for tomorrow’s oceans and to informal science 
education and outreach for people of all ages. This winning 
combination sets mote apart from its peers worldwide and 
makes the Lab and aquarium a perfect southwest florida 
gem.

in 2012, mote’s researchers brought in more than $9 million 
in grants, contracts and cooperative agreements on a wide 
range of studies critical to the region’s environment and also 
supporting southwest florida’s economy. 

our efforts resulted in 85 publications in peer-reviewed 
scientific journal articles and in popular media, as well as 
new books and book chapters. mote scientists also 
expanded their international partnerships with researchers in 
Japan, israel and other nations and developed new vital 
partnerships in our own community.

mote continued its mission to foster science and ocean 
literacy. our school and public programs reached more than 
17,000 people, and our mote mobile and other traveling 
exhibits reached more than 260,000 people. mote laid the 
foundation for new education programs starting in 2013 in 
charlotte county and mote hosted 50 high school interns 
and 170 college interns — both new records.

The aquarium at mote welcomed an estimated 360,000 
visitors, partly due to the success of our limited-time exhibit 
Penguin island, which wrapped up in april 2012. in 
december, mote debuted its new limited-time exhibit: sea 
Lions: on The water’s edge. 

another 1,600 area residents volunteered at mote, sharing 
their time and expertise as aquarium docents, behind-the-
scenes contributors and even research assistants in the Lab. 
in all, they donated 212,500 service hours, for a value of 
$4.6 million. other significant efforts are highlighted here.

•	 moTe feaTURed in inTeRnaTionaL JoURnaL  
on The GULf of mexico  
mote’s 57-year history of marine science and education 
was featured during January in a special issue of an 
international journal about Gulf of mexico research. 
 

mote’s unique story — from its founding by famous 
“shark Lady” dr. eugenie clark in 1955 to its world-class 
marine research today — is now published in Gulf of 
Mexico Science, a peer-reviewed journal dedicated to 
disseminating knowledge about the Gulf and 
surrounding areas. The journal is distributed across the 
U.s. and as far away as australia and new Zealand. 

•	 moTe hosTs U.s.-isRaeLi scienTific LeadeRs 
scientific leaders from israel and the U.s. — members of 
the United states-israel Binational science foundation’s 
Board of Governors — met to advance research between 
the two nations in february at mote. Bsf is an 
independent organization founded in 1972 that supports 
leading research projects between the U.s. and israel.  
 

mote, which has a long history of research in israel 
beginning with dr. eugenie clark, reinvigorated its efforts 
in the region in 2011 with the creation of its own 
mote-israel cooperative marine Research Program. This 

S igN if icaNt h ighl ightS of 2012

dr. michael crosby, senior Vice President for Research at mote marine Laboratory, dr. 
Kumar mahadevan, President and ceo of mote, dr. eugenie clark, founding director of 
mote, dr. yair Rotstein, executive director of the United states-israel Binational science 
foundation, dr. mina Teicher, Vice-chair of Bsf’s Board of Governors. Photo by 
northrup digital imaging.



program (which is independent from Bsf) is designed 
to support research initiatives that benefit the 
environments of both nations, fund travel between U.s. 
and israel for researchers and support postdoctoral 
research scientists.

•	 moTe names new chief adVancemenT officeR   
mote appointed Tom waters of sarasota as our new 
chief advancement officer. mr. waters, who assumed 
the new role in april, is leading the organization’s 
fundraising and brand development efforts. Building a 
strong endowment for mote, which is an independent 
nonprofit 501c(3) organization, is a key step in achieving 
the long-term financial support required to achieve the 
core goals of Mote’s 2020 Vision and Strategic Plan, 
which was unanimously adopted by mote’s Board of 
Trustees in 2010 and implemented in 2011. mr. waters 
came to mote from the community foundation of 
sarasota county, where he served as the foundation’s 
Vice President of development and donor services. 

•	 new sTUdy finds manaTee heaRinG Good 
desPiTe BacKGRoUnd noise  
a new study on manatee hearing by mote and 
collaborators showed that these marine mammals can 
sense a wide range of pitches despite loud background 
noise. 
 

The study, published in the peer-reviewed Journal of 
Experimental Biology, demonstrates that manatees can 

hear frequencies produced by boat engines, pointing to 
new questions about how manatee hearing operates in 
the wild and why these mammals remain vulnerable to 
watercraft.

•	 LaRGesT Reef ResToRaTion PRoJecT PRoGResses 
in fLoRida and The U.s. ViRGin isLands  
scientists transplanted nursery-grown staghorn and 
elkhorn corals to degraded reefs in florida and the U.s. 
Virgin islands with the goal of transplanting up to 10,000 
of the corals as part of the largest marine restoration 
project of its kind in the world in conjunction with our 
partners at numerous organizations. experts hope that 
the transplanted young corals will thrive and reproduce, 
helping to recover populations of these two threatened 
species. 
 

mote is a key partner in The nature conservancy-led 
project conducted in conjunction with the florida Keys 
national marine sanctuary and others and has been 
growing corals in an underwater nursery in the Lower 
Keys for several years. in this project, they planted 600 
coral fragments representing 10 different genotypes at 
four different reef sites during april and may 2012. 
studies six months later showed that 91 percent of the 
fragments survived and, on average, grew from about 6 
inches at time of planting to 14 inches. mote scientists 
found no signs of significant disease or bleaching and 
only minimal breakage and damage from marine 
predators. 

Researcher Kat nicholaisen works with manatees hugh and Buffett on hearing studies.

Biologist erich Bartels plants coral fragments on a reef in the florida Keys national 
marine sanctuary.



•	 “LaZy” shaRK miGhT ReaLLy TRaVeL faR  
a notoriously “lazy” shark might secretly be a great ocean 
voyager, according to a study released in June by 
scientists from mote, the hawai’i institute of marine 
Biology and James cook University in australia. 
 

The study, featured on the cover of the peer-reviewed 
Journal of Biogeography, ended nearly a decade of 
research using dna to study the distribution of whitetip 
reef sharks (Triaenodon obesus). This species has 
puzzled scientists because it spends a lot of time resting 
on the bottom and seems to travel very little, but it is 
found throughout the tropical Pacific and indian ocean 
— a wider range than many sharks that swim long 
distances. 
 

whitetip reef sharks are considered “near threatened” by 
the international Union for conservation of nature and 
are caught as bycatch by line and trawl in several fisheries, 
but no management plan for them exists throughout 
most of their range.  Learning how populations mix and 
spread could help reveal what threats they face and 
provide knowledge to support conservation. 

•	 new RePoRT caLLs foR new PRoTecTions in The 
GULf of mexico 
“Beyond the horizon”, a two-day workshop of scientists 
and stakeholders convened at mote in 2011, resulted in 
a new vision statement for the Gulf of mexico that 
stakeholders hope will help build consensus for new 
protected areas in one of the nation’s most important 
bodies of water. 

 

The report — called Beyond the Horizon: A Vision for the 
Gulf of Mexico on the Second Anniversary of the 
Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill, along with the proceedings 
from the two-day workshop — were released by 
organizers during capitol hill ocean week, which 
examines the role of the ocean in the shaping of our 
nation.  
 

The workshop proceedings and report call for: 

1. Performing a full-scale risk assessment to 
determine goals and actions for managing 
the Gulf.

2. supporting peer-reviewed scientific study of 
the fine-scale physical and ecological 
connections between the sunken 
shorelines and barrier islands — the Gulf’s 
so-called “special places.”

3. working with the Gulf’s many users to 
establish the criteria that will ultimately 
determine how different marine protected 
areas within the Gulf should be used.

4. developing plans for regulation, 
enforcement and monitoring. 

•	 GeneTic GifT fRom BacTeRia miGhT Be heLPinG 
coRaL Reefs  
coral reefs might be getting a major boost from bacteria 
that share good genes, reported researchers who found 
the first evidence that genetic packets from these 
bacteria help pave the way for “baby” corals to grow. 
 

The study, presented during the “12th international coral 
Reef symposium” in cairns, australia, is a key advance in 
understanding the processes underlying coral reef 
growth and health. Reefs depend on intricate 
relationships between corals and many marine 
microscopic life forms, including the symbiotic algae 
within coral tissues and beneficial bacteria living on and 
near the reef. most of these relationships are still being 
described by researchers. 
 
 
 
 

dr. nick whitney releases a whitetip reef shark after outfitting it with a tag to track its 
movements.



•	 moTe scienTisT To co-chaiR naTionaL commiTTee 
on haRmfUL aLGae 
The national harmful algal Bloom committee (nhc) 
elected dr. Barbara Kirkpatrick — a leader in research on 
florida red tide and human health at mote marine 
Laboratory — as co-chair. The nhc brings together those 
from research organizations, government agencies, 
communities and other groups to focus on harmful algal 
blooms while raising national-level awareness of bloom-
related issues. nhc coordinates the U.s. national 
program on harmful algal blooms, harmful algal 
Research and Response: a national environmental 
science strategy. 

•	 moTe oPens new Base office foR edUcaTionaL 
PRoGRamminG in chaRLoTTe coUnTy  
in July, mote announced plans to open a new office in 
charlotte county, thanks to a generous donation by 
Regions Bank. 
 

The mote Punta Gorda office, located at 1401 Tamiami 
Trail, houses two new science educators who will 
develop and provide new marine education programs to 
the community beginning in 2013. The positions are 
funded through a generous grant from the west coast 
inland navigation district.  

•	 moTe sTUdy sheds new LiGhT  
on sea TURTLe heaRinG 
Loggerhead sea turtles have low-frequency hearing that 
might detect underwater noise from human activities, 

reported mote scientists in the first published study of 
a behavioral hearing test for sea turtles. 
 

The study was published in august and awarded 
“editors’ choice” by the Journal of Experimental 
Biology. Until this study, the few hearing studies with 
sea turtles relied upon a test called “auditory-evoked 
potential” or aeP, which uses sensors to measure the 
brain’s response to sounds — a process similar to 
hearing tests for human infants. Published research 
using aeP has suggested that three species of sea 
turtles hear a limited range of low frequencies, but 
more research was needed to verify that aeP results 
— an indirect measure of hearing ability — were 
accurate. 
 

To ground truth aeP results, mote scientists and 
collaborators trained a nearly 200-pound loggerhead 
sea turtle named “montego” to answer the question: 
“did you hear that?” 

•	 sea TURTLe nesTinG BReaKs 31-yeaR RecoRd  
on LocaL Beaches  
sea turtle nesting on beaches from Longboat Key 
through Venice broke a 31-year record. a total of 2,462 
loggerhead sea turtle nests and seven of the more rare 
green sea turtle nests were documented by mote’s sea 
Turtle Patrol — a group of scientists, interns and more 
than 300 volunteers who monitor 35 miles of local 
nesting beaches may 1-oct. 31.  
 

The season also brought significant challenges: Tropical 
storm debby destroyed more than 920 nests, washed 
away the yellow stakes used to mark many nests and 
depleted mote’s supplies used to document and 
protect nests on local beaches. despite this setback, 
nesting continued after debby and the strong numbers 
helped offset losses from the storm. 

•	 sea TURTLe TaGGinG in 2012 
mote’s sea Turtle conservation and Research Program 
tagged 321 loggerhead sea turtles nesting on local 
beaches with flipper tags and microchips for 
identification. of these, 57 had been tagged at least 
once before and seven turtles from casey Key were 
fitted with satellite tags to track their migrations at sea. 

dr. Barbara Kirkpatrick was elected co-chair of the national harmful algal Bloom 
committee.



•	 new soLaR eneRGy sysTem,  
new sUsTainaBLe eneRGy iniTiaTiVe 
new solar-energy systems were installed at mote to 
help launch our new sustainable energy initiative. 
 

one new system of 126 photovoltaic panels, valued at 
about $115,000, was donated by willis a. smith 
construction, inc. and was installed by Regionsolar. The 
system supplements electrical power at mote’s 
nationally recognized hospitals for dolphins, small 
whales and sea turtles. 
 

a second 30.2-kilowatt system provided by local donor 
and solar-energy supporter Jim Lampl was installed 
mote aquaculture Park  — the Lab’s environmentally 
responsible fish farm and research facility in eastern 
sarasota county.  
 

The solar installations kicked off mote’s sustainable 
energy initiative, which is designed to allow for more 
solar power and other environmentally responsible 
practices at our Lab, hospital facilities and The 
aquarium. 

•	 moTe scienTisT TaGs GReaT whiTe  
wiTh acceLeRomeTeR  
a great white shark was tagged for the first time with a 
fine-scale motion sensor on sept. 13 by a mote 
scientist during a joint research expedition with 
oceaRch off massachusetts. The shark was 
nicknamed “Genie” after mote’s founding director, 
famous “shark Lady” dr. eugenie clark. 

The female great white, which weighed more than 
2,500 pounds and measured nearly 15 feet long, was 
tagged and released during the expedition. mote’s 
accelerometer revealed that Genie swam very level 
after release. she started with frequent tail beats of 
lower power, and then she resumed a stronger, more 
typical swimming pattern with more force behind each 
tail beat. during the last few minutes before the tag 
came off (as it was designed to do, so mote scientists 
could retrieve its data), Genie was very active — she 
might have been swimming in strong currents or 
chasing prey.

•	 manaTee maTinG heRd docUmenTed By moTe 
scienTisTs aT siesTa Key 
mote scientists were able to document a group of 
mating manatees spotted in september off siesta Key 
for genetic studies. 
 

mating herds occur when males try to mate with 
females that are ready to conceive. often, as the 
female tries to evade her male suitors, large groups of 
up to 20 manatees will end up in shallow waters along 
beaches.  
 

scientists in mote’s manatee Research Program took 
photos of the herd to identify the individual manatees 
and collected dna samples. Using these techniques, 
mote scientists hope to unlock the mysteries of 
manatee mating — for instance, which males are the 
most successful sires? and do females choose 

dr. nick whitney explains the movements of a great white shark that had been tagged 
with an accelerometer.

mote studies of manatee mating herds are helping to unlock the genetic history of 
florida manatees.



individual partners? dna samples also help reveal the 
genetic diversity of manatee populations; diversity is 
important because it helps populations adapt and 
survive changing conditions.

•	 BeGGaR The doLPhin foUnd dead  
one of sarasota’s most well-known and ill-fed dolphins 
was found dead near the albee Road Bridge in sarasota 
in september. Known as “Beggar,” the bottlenose 
dolphin was fed illegally by many people — an example 
of how human behavior can sometimes hurt wild 
animals. Beggar was one of the most studied wild 
dolphins in the world as scientists from mote and 
federal and state resource managers worked hard to 
lessen the amount of attention humans paid to this 
dolphin in order to help the dolphin return to more 
normal behavior patterns. 
 

Beggar was just one animal recovered in 2012 by 
mote’s stranding investigations Program — a 24-hour 
response service for sick, injured and dead marine 
mammals and sea turtles. in all, staff responded to: 
 

10 dolphins in manatee, sarasota and charlotte 
counties. four of the dolphins were alive and six were 
found dead. four of this year’s dolphins had signs of 
fishing gear interactions, such as fishing line on or inside 
their bodies. 
 

52 sea turtles in 12 florida counties. 28 were found 
alive. eight had evidence of fishing interactions, 11 were 
struck by boats and two had signs of likely boat strikes.

•	 Red Tide BLoom foRms in  
soUThwesT fLoRida waTeRs  
as part of mote’s ongoing research to watch for and 
respond to florida red tide blooms, mote scientists 
discovered a new bloom in the fall of 2012. in 
conjunction with our state and national research 
partners, mote scientists respond to such blooms with 
increased monitoring and public outreach designed to 
protect public health from the harmful effects of a 
bloom as well as unlock the mysteries of how and why 
blooms form and whether there are any methods that 
can be used to lessen their effects on humans and 
marine life. 
mote also worked with the florida fish and wildlife 
conservation commission to create a new facebook 
page designed to help educate the public on florida 
red tide issues and ongoing research projects. (online 
at facebook.com/fLhaBs) 

•	 moTe and GiRLs inc. PaRTneR To BRinG GiRL 
PoweR To science edUcaTion 
mote began a brand-new educational partnership with 
local nonprofit, Girls inc. in october designed to share 
science with girls by introducing them to marine 
animals, environments and real mentors — female 
scientists at mote.  
 

The new partnership is designed to support girls in 
sTem education: science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics — an important step toward opening 
more sTem careers to girls. women filled fewer than 
25 percent of U.s. sTem jobs in 2009, even though 
they held nearly half the nation’s total jobs, according 
to a report from the U.s. department of commerce’s 
economics and statistics administration. 
 

The mote-Girls inc. program launched this fall thanks to 
support from mote Trustee mary Lou Johnson. it is also 
supported through a generous donation by the Guy 
harvey ocean foundation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Beggar, a sarasota Bay dolphin known widely for his habit of begging food from 
boaters, was found dead. a necropsy revealed that he had suffered from multiple boat 
strikes over the years and that he had ingested fishing gear. feeding wild dolphins is 
illegal under federal law.



•	 moTe scienTisT decLaRed PResidenT  
of woRLd aqUacULTURe socieTy 
The world’s largest aquaculture organization 
inaugurated dr. Kevan main — a pioneer in sustainable 
aquaculture at mote — as President. 
 

The world aquaculture society, which advances 
progressive and sustainable aquaculture through 
members in nearly 100 nations, instated main’s 
leadership during its annual meeting, co-organized this 
year by the european aquaculture society and held in 
Prague, czech Republic. 

•	 coRaL diseases miGhT noT Be conTaGioUs,  
new sTUdy says   
sick corals might be stressed but not necessarily 
contagious — an important finding for predicting 
disease outbreaks on threatened coral reefs, according 
to research by mote and partner scientists who have 
completed the largest-ever study about the spatial 
distribution of coral diseases. 
 

The study was published in october in the peer-
reviewed journal Global Change Biology. Results show 
that three common diseases don’t tend to spread from 
coral to coral, suggesting instead that disease outbreaks 
might owe more to environmental stressors such as 
climate change.  
 
 

•	 new weB siTe feaTURes moTe caViaR 
in november, mote unveiled a new web site featuring 
mote farm-Raised caviar. The site, motecaviar.com, 
tells the story of mote’s earth-friendly production of 
siberian sturgeon caviar, provides caviar basics and 
showcases new recipes developed by top restaurants 
and caviar purveyors. 

•	 ThiRd siesTa Key cRysTaL cLassic decLaRed a 
sUccess  
The siesta Key crystal classic master sand sculpting 
competition was a hit for its third year in a row, 
culminating with an awards ceremony on nov. 11. The 
competition, featuring 24 of the world’s top master 
sand sculptors, raised funds to benefit sea turtle 
research and conservation at mote. 

•	 aRT of maRine science: ocean acidificaTion 
ocean acidification — a serious threat to marine life 
and a complex puzzle for both research and public 
outreach — got easier to understand this fall thanks to 
an educational ad campaign, a video game and 
creatively packaged candy. 
 

These projects earned the highest scores in “The art of 
marine science,” a special exhibit in The aquarium at 
mote created through a partnership between mote and 
the Ringling college of art and design.  

•	 “sea Lions: on The waTeR’s edGe”  
deBUTs aT moTe  
sea lions stella, Rose and Kitty debuted dec. 1 in sea 
Lions: on The water’s edge — a new limited-time 
exhibit in The aquarium at mote.    
 

The exhibit allows visitors to get close to Patagonian 
and california sea lions and learn about their 
astounding double lives on land and at sea and will 
highlight innovative health studies mote scientists will 
conduct with the sea lions during their visit. 

dr. Kevan main (right) was inaugurated as president of the world aquaculture society.



 the legacy Society

when dr. eugenie clark opened a small marine research lab 
in 1955, she had no idea that the venture would turn into a 
world-class, independent, marine research facility also 
dedicated to public outreach and education.

But 57 years after Genie clark opened the Lab, mote 
continues to conduct world-class, groundbreaking research 
through a wide range of initiatives and programs including 
studies of sharks, dolphins, manatees, sea turtles, coral reefs 
and on developing ways to restore healthy fisheries and 
produce seafood using earth-friendly methods, and much 
more. 

mote celebrated its oceanic accomplishments — as well as 
those who support them — during a special oceanic evening 
event in 2012 themed to highlight the launch of the mote 
marine Laboratory Legacy society. 

fittingly, the event honored dr. clark and celebrated her 
contributions to mote’s legacy as a founder and, today, as a 
donor. “mote has meant so much to me over the years. i 
can’t believe that what we started has grown into this big 
scientific laboratory that has meant so much for sarasota, so 

much for the west coast of florida and so much for marine 
biology and science in general,” says dr. clark. “i’m glad that 
i’ll be able to leave something to mote when i’m gone so its 
work can continue. ever since i have had a will drawn up, 
i’ve put mote in it.” 

we ThanK aLL of oUR LeGacy socieTy memBeRs

Patrice Boeke and Tom alburn

anonymous (4)

arthur armitage

Lee and ed Bauman

Richard and Judith Benimeli

Jay and Veronica Brady

carol and Bob carter

eugenie clark

nancy G. and howard c. cobin

Bette J. creighton

Jim K. culter and Jan a. miller

dwight f. and esther m. davis

Jack i. decaprio

david J. dennehy

dave dickson

Richard and Patricia donegan

cynthia s. dunn

James and Pati ericson

Linda c. fisher

susan c. Gilmore

anna mary hayes

marjorie s. heagy

dr. Jayne Gardiner (left), mote Post-doctoral fellow whose studies include research on 
sharks, and dr. eugenie clark, mote founder who is also known as “The shark Lady,” 
during a special dinner for mote’s Legacy society.   
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forrest L. hirst

meg hughes

Jack and Barbara Jenney
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Roger o. Kurth
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donald allan marshall
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G. Lowe morrison
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Robert c. murtage

sara and Larry myers

Jeffrey Parker

Ken and sheila Rear

Rande a. Ridenour

edward and elyse Rogers

michele sebourn

Kathleen sherrow (wnR)

william and maureen shuman

Pamela and charles siderski

Robert and Jean sinclair

norris G. smith

eva marie stevens

mildred f. stein

Terry anne sullivan-dennehy

ellen Vandernoot

Tom and erilda waters

Pat and Bob wendt

Bill and Becky wilferth

douglas e. williamson, m.d.

Glenda wright

for information about The Legacy society, please call 941-388-4441.
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f iNaNcial rePort

2012 2011
Consolidated Consolidated

Total Total

Cash and cash equivalents $ 2,594,258     $ 2,146,235     
Accounts receivable 1,675,104     2,145,120     
Due from Mote Marine Foundation, Inc. 12,217         21,086         
Bequest receivable 70,000         33,187         
Pledges receivable 32,942         32,942         
Inventory 3,095,999     3,076,969     
Prepaid expenses and other assets 103,854        106,815        
Donated assets held for sale 107,200        79,250         
Beneficial interest in life estate 56,700         -              
Patents, net 65,902         48,915         
Land 7,498,190     7,498,190     
Property and equipment, net 18,028,200   19,668,108   
Beneficial interest in the net assets
  of Mote Marine Foundation, Inc. 13,760,360   13,406,501   

Total Assets $ 47,100,926   $ 48,263,318   

Liabilities
  Accounts payable $ 724,098        $ 638,285        
  Accrued payroll 842,871        765,415        
  Memberships relating to future periods 656,200        672,873        
  Funds advanced on research programs 3,242,434     2,653,062     
  Line of credit 4,768,406     4,518,406     
  Notes payable 5,157,744     5,380,963     

    Total liabilities 15,391,753   14,629,004   

Minority Interest in MESI 1,244,410     1,328,624     

Net Assets 
  Unrestricted 15,753,504   17,878,361   
  Temporarily restricted 5,970,841     5,725,344     
  Permanently restricted 8,740,418     8,701,985     
     Total Net Assets 30,464,763   32,305,690   

Total Liabilities and Net Assets $ 47,100,926   $ 48,263,318   

MOTE MARINE LABORATORY, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

DECEMBER 31, 2012 AND 2011
(SUMMARIZED COMPARATIVE TOTALS ONLY)

Assets

Liabilities and Net Assets 
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statements audited by Kerkering, Berberio & Co., P.A., for the years ended Dec. 31, 2012 and 2011. The complete set of audited 
financial statements can be obtained from Dena Smith, Chief Financial Officer or downloaded from www.mote.org/2012audit. 
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2012 2011
Consolidated Consolidated

Total Total
Support, Revenue and Reclassifications
  Program revenue
    Research revenue
     Federal $ 2,447,627        $ 3,492,213        
     State 1,768,753        1,752,218        
     Other 2,954,199        3,074,638        
    Aquarium
      Admission fees 2,890,633        2,624,824        
      Gift shop 1,211,966        1,114,245        
      Other 468,795          339,579          
    Fish and caviar sales 1,260,762        1,079,397        
    Memberships 838,570          704,851          
    Education 547,692          457,522          
    Protect Our Reefs-License Plate 907,261          970,655          
    Other programs 490,151          618,405          
  Contributions
    Aquarium 211,333          292,723          
    Other programs 2,014,015        1,565,352        
  Non-cash contributions 454,138          741,357          
  Grants from Mote Marine Foundation, Inc. 569,189          456,998          
  Investment income 9,670              11,395            
  Unrealized gain (loss) on investments, net 1,264              (770)               
  Realized gain (loss) on investments, net 798                (149)               
  Realized gain (loss) on disposal of assets (179,826)         18,010            
  Change in net assts of Mote Marine Foundation, Inc. 353,859          3,228,101        
     Total support, revenue and
       reclassifications 19,220,849      22,541,564      

Expenses
  Cost and expenses
    Cost of products sold 451,662          972,249          
    Processing and packing 116,140          111,353          
    Selling, general and administrative 17,967            31,314            
    Other 56,378            292,577          
  Program services
    Research 8,892,435        9,874,734        
    Education 656,272          688,355          
    Aquarium 4,086,969        3,830,021        
    Protect Our Reefs-License Plate 920,303          974,954          
    MAP facility operations 1,363,969        1,396,559        
    Other 882,300          843,861          
  Supporting services
    Administrative and general 2,100,825        1,809,285        
    Fund raising 1,600,770        1,173,792        
      Total expenses 21,145,990      21,999,054      

Increase (decrease) in net assets before  
 minority interest (1,925,141)      542,510          
Minority interest in MESI 84,214            323,975          
Increase (decrease) in net assets (1,840,927)      866,485          

Net assets at beginning of year 32,305,690      31,439,205      

Net assets at end of year $ 30,464,763      $ 32,305,690      

(SUMMARIZED COMPARITIVE TOTALS ONLY)

MOTE MARINE LABORATORY, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
 CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2012 AND 2011
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TOTAL	NET	ASSET	GROWTH	•	20	YEARS	1993-2012
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financial statements can be obtained from Dena Smith, Chief Financial Officer or downloaded from www.mote.org/2012audit. 
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